
EXPLAIN COSMIC ACCELERATION? FIRST, CORRECT EINSTEINHOMER G. ELLISDepartment of Mathematis, University of Colorado at BoulderBoulder, Colorado 80309, USAHomer.Ellis�Colorado.EDUAbstrat. In reating his gravitational �eld equations Einstein unjusti�edly assumed that inertial mass,and its energy equivalent, is a soure of gravity. Denying this assumption allows modifying the �eld equationsto a form in whih a positive osmologial onstant appears as a uniform density of gravitationally repulsivematter. This repulsive matter is identi�ed as the bak sides of the `drainholes' (alled by some `traversablewormholes') introdued by the author in 1973, whih attrat on the high, front sides and repel more stronglyon the low, bak sides. The �eld equations with a salar �eld added produe osmologial models that`boune' o� a positive minimum of the sale fator and aelerate throughout history. The `dark drainholes'that radiate nothing visible are hypothesized to onstitute the `dark matter' inferred from observation,their exess of negative ative mass over positive ative mass driving the aelerating expansion. For auniverse with spatial urvature zero, and the ratio of sale fator now to sale fator at boune equal to theHubble radius over the Plank length, the model gives an elapsed time sine the boune of two trillion years.The solutions for negative spatial urvature exhibit early stage ination of great magnitude in short times.Cosmi voids, �laments, and walls are attributed to separation of the bak sides of the drainholes from thefront, driven by their mutual attrative{repulsive interations.Keywords: Cosmi aeleration; dark matter/energy; ination.Cosmologists are perplexed by the disovery that the expansion of the universe, long thought to beslowing down, is in fat speeding up. This aeleration seems to require, in addition to the mysterious,unseen `dark matter' invoked to explain the assembling of visible matter into galaxies and galati lustersand superlusters, an even more mysterious `dark energy' that ats in a gravitationally repulsive manner toause the aeleration. The initial attempt to model this dark energy by Einstein's osmologial onstant�, attributing its soure to a negative pressure reated in the vauum by virtual partile pairs, runs upagainst a disrepany of at least �fty-�ve orders of magnitude between the tiny � required to explain theaeleration and the large � predited by the quantum mehanis of these virtual pairs. A way out of thisonundrum is available, but it requires the orreting of an erroneous assumption Einstein made in the earlydays of the general theory of relativity, an assumption that has stood virtually unhallenged down throughthe years. The assumption in question is not the introdution in 1917 of � into the �eld equations of gravity,self-desribed by Einstein as a mistake. It had in fat already appeared in his 1916 paper Die Grundlage derallgemeinen Relativit�atstheorie [1℄ setting out the fundamentals of the general theory.Seleted for honorable mention in the Gravity Researh Foundation 2006 Awards for Essays on Gravitation.1



2 HOMER G. ELLISIn its most transparent form the assumption is that inertial mass, and onomitantly its energy equiva-lent, is a soure of gravity and must therefore be oupled to the gravitational potential in the �eld equationsof the general theory. Einstein arrived at this assumption in the 1916 paper while seeking a tensorial equationto orrespond to the Poisson equationr2� = 4���, where � denotes the \density of matter". Drawing on thespeial theory's identi�ation of \inert mass" with \energy, whih �nds its omplete mathematial expressionin . . . the energy-tensor", he onluded that \we must introdue a orresponding energy-tensor of matterT��". Further desribing this energy-tensor as \orresponding to the density � in Poisson's equation", hewrote down his now hallowed �eld equations R�� � 12Rg�� = 8��2 T��. The unjusti�ed step in this argumentis the onfusing of `gravitating mass', whih is the sole ontributor to the \density of matter" in Poisson'sequation, with \inert mass", whih is indeed equivalent to energy in the proportion m = E=2. That allbodies respond alike to a gravitational �eld establishes the equivalene of `inertial' (inert) mass with `passive'(gravitated) mass, but there is no orresponding link between passive and `ative' (gravitating) mass, thusno link between inertial mass and ative mass. In Newton's theory of gravity there is suh a link, but itdepends on his law of ation and reation, whih for gravitating bodies would require instantaneous ationat a distane, something that in a relativisti �eld theory suh as Einstein's does not exist. It likely isthis inferene from Newton's theory that aused Einstein to treat \inert mass" and \density of matter" asequivalent.If, ontrary to Einstein's assumption, inertial mass and its energy equivalent is not a soure of gravity,then in partiular the kineti energy in the form of the pressure p in a ontinuous distribution of gravitatingmatter must not ontribute to gravity, so Einstein's hoie T�� = �u�u� + (p=2)(u�u� � g��) must bemodi�ed. The most elegant way to e�et a modi�ation is to not think about T��, but instead derive �eldequations as the Euler{Lagrange equations of the ation integralZ (R � 8��2 �)(�g) 12 d4x; (1)where � is the ative gravitational mass density. (This integral is the most straightforward relativisti analogof the ation integral that yields the Poisson equation for the newtonian gravitational potential.) Variationof the metri produes the modi�ed �eld equationsR�� � 12Rg�� = � 4��2 � g��; (2)whih makes T�� = � 12�g�� . Equivalent to Eq. (2) is R�� = 4��2 � g��, the 00 omponent of whih reduesin the slow motion, weak �eld approximation preisely to the Poisson equation.Inorporation of other putative determinants of the geometry of spae-time, suh as salar �elds andeletromagneti �elds, an be aomplished in the usual way by adding terms to the ation integrand. Inpartiular, a osmologial onstant term an be added, hanging the integrand to R � 8��2 � + 2� and the�eld equations to R�� � 12Rg�� = � 4��2 (�+ ��) g�� ; (3)where 4��2 �� = ��. Seen in this light a positive � is simply a (mis)representation of a negative ativemass density �� of a ontinuous distribution of gravitationally repulsive matter, an exess of whih over thepositive ative mass density � of attrative matter ould drive an aelerating osmi expansion. Here one



EXPLAIN COSMIC ACCELERATION? FIRST, CORRECT EINSTEIN 3sees a glimmer of a solution to the `Cosmologial Constant Problem'. The question is: Why should suhgravitationally repulsive matter exist and where should we look for it?In 1973 I desribed in onsiderable detail a model of a gravitating partile alternative to the Shwarzshildvauum solution of Einstein's �eld equations. This spae-time manifold, whih I termed a `drainhole', hassubsequently ome to be reognized as an early (perhaps the earliest) example of what is now alled bysome a `traversable wormhole' [2, 3, 4℄. The metri is a stati, spherially symmetri solution of the �eldequations R�� � 12Rg�� = T�� := �2(�:��:� � 12�:�: g��) and �� := �:: = 0 arising from the ationintegrand R+2�:�: . (N.B. R�� and R here are the negatives of those in [2℄.) It has the proper-time form(in units in whih  = 1) d�2 = [1� f2(�)℄ dT 2 � [1� f2(�)℄�1 d�2 � r2(�) d
2= dt2 � [d�� f(�) dt℄2 � r2(�) d
2; (4)where t = T � Z f(�)[1� f2(�)℄�1 d�,r(�) =p(��m)2 + a2 e(m=n)�(�) and 1� f2(�) = e�(2m=n)�(�); (5)� = �(�) = na ��2 � tan�1���ma �� ; (6)and a := pn2 �m2, m and n being parameters satisfying 0 � m < n. (The oordinate � used here is the �of [2℄ shifted upward by m.) The shapes and asymptotis of r and f2 are shown in Fig. 1. Not shown, butveri�able, is that f2(�) � 2m=� as �!1.
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Fig. 1. Graphs of r(�) and f2(�) for typial values of the parameters m and n.The hoke point of the drainhole throat is the 2-sphere at � = 2m, of super�ial radius r(2m) (i.e., ofsurfae area 4�r2(2m)), whih inreases monotonially from n to ne asm inreases from 0 to n. Thus the sizeof the throat is determined almost exlusively by n, independently of m. Although the salar �eld � has anonkineti `energy' density that ontributes to the spae-time urvature through T��, this energy has little todo with the strength of gravity (as determined bym), rather is assoiated with the negative spatial urvaturesfound in the open throat, the negativity of whih mandates the minus sign at the front of T��. Beause



4 HOMER G. ELLISr(�) � n > 0 and f2(�) < 1, the spae-time manifold is geodesially omplete and has no one-way eventhorizon, the throat being therefore traversable by test partiles and light in both diretions. The manifoldis asymptoti as � ! 1 to a Shwarzshild manifold with (ative gravitational) mass parameter m. Theowing `ether' (a �gurative term for a loud of inertial observers free-falling geodesially from rest at � =1)has radial veloity f(�) (taken as the negative square root of f2(�)) and radial aeleration (f2=2)0(�), whihomputes to �m=r2(�) and therefore is strongest at � = 2m. Beause the radial aeleration is everywhereless than 0, the drainhole attrats test partiles on the high, front side, where � > 2m, and repels them onthe low, bak side, where � < 2m. Moreover, the manifold is asymptoti as � ! �1 to a Shwarzshildmanifold with mass parameter �m = �mem�=a, so the drainhole repels test partiles more strongly on the lowside than it attrats them on the high side, in the ratio � �m=m = em�=pn2�m2 . The drainhole is a kind ofnatural aelerator of the `gravitational ether', drawing it in on the high side and expelling it more forefullyon the low side, muh as a leaf blower does air.The 1973 paper has in it the following sentene: \A speulative extrapolation from the asymmetrybetween m and �m is that the universe expands beause it ontains more negative mass than positive, eahhalf-partile of positive mass m being slightly overbalaned by a half-partile of negative mass �m suh that� �m > m." To bring this idea to bear on the osmologial onumdrum, let us study solutions of �eldequations that inorporate a positive mass density �, a negative mass density �� suh that ��� > �, and asalar �eld � as above. The ation integrand R � 8��2 (�+ ��) + 2�:�: ombines these elements and yieldsthe �eld equations R�� � 12Rg�� = T�� := � 4��2 (�+ ��) g�� � 2(�:��:� � 12�:�: g��) (7)and �� := �:: = 0. For a Robertson{Walker metri 2dt2 � R2(t)ds2 and a salar �eld � = �(t) theseredue to 3 _R2=2 + kR2 = �4��2 (�+ ��)� _�22 ; (8)22 �RR + _R2=2 + kR2 = �4��2 (�+ ��) + _�22 ; (9)and �� = 12  �� + 3 _� _RR! = 0; (10)where k = 1, 0, or �1, the uniform urvature of the spatial metri ds2. In addition there is, orrespondingto the identity T��:� = 0, the equation 4��2 d(� + ��) = �2(��)d� = 0, whih implies that the `aelerant'A, de�ned by A := � 4��2 (� + ��), is a onstant, positive under the assumption that ��� > �. Equation (10)integrates to _�2R6 = B2, where B also is a positive onstant if _� 6= 0. Equations (8) and (9) then aretogether equivalent to12 _R2R2 = �4��32 (�+ ��)� kR2 � _�232 = A3 � kR2 � B3R6 = AR6 � 3kR4 �B3R6 (11)



EXPLAIN COSMIC ACCELERATION? FIRST, CORRECT EINSTEIN 5and 12 �RR = �4��32 (�+ ��) + 2 _�232 = A3 + 2B3R6 = AR6 + 2B3R6 : (12)Four impliations of these equations are immediate. First, the sale fator R has a positive minimumvalue Rmin (namely, the only positive root of the polynomial AR6 � 3kR4 � B), whih rules out a `bigbang' singularity, putting in its stead a `boune' o� a state of maximum ompression at time t = 0, whenR(t) = Rmin. Also, R(t) ! 1 as t ! �1. Seond, �R is always positive, so the universal expansion isaelerating at all times after the boune, and the universal ontration is deelerating at all times beforethe boune. Third, the `Hubble parameter' H (:= _R=R) behaves asymptotially as follows:12H2 = A3 � 3kR4 +B3R6 ! A3 (from below if k � 0from above if k < 0) as R!1: (13)Fourth, the `aeleration parameter' Q (:= ( �R=R)=( _R=R)2) behaves this way:Q = 1 + kR4 +BH2R6 ! 1 (from above if k � 0from below if k < 0) as R!1: (14)Laking singularities and horizons, and being geodesially omplete, mathematial drainholes are morepleasing to the aestheti sense than are mathematial blakholes. Beause in priniple they are able to re-produe all the externally disernible aspets of physial blakholes that mathematial blakholes reprodue,they are at least as satisfatory as the latter for modeling enters of gravitational attration. In this rolethey are more aptly alled `darkholes', inasmuh as they an apture photons that venture too lose, but,unlike blakholes, must eventually release them, either bak to the attrative high side whene they ame ordown the throat and out into the repulsive low side. Thus one an imagine that at galati enters will befound not supermassive blakholes, but supermassive darkholes instead. This, however, is not the end of thestory. A entral tenet of the general theory of relativity is that every elementary objet that `has gravity' isa manifestation of a loal departure of the geometry of spae-time from atness. If suh an objet has otherproperties asribed to it by quantum mehanis or quantum �eld theory, these must be additional to theunderlying geometrial struture. I therefore propose the hypothesis that every suh elementary gravitatingobjet is at its ore an atual physial drainhole/darkhole (a `dark drainhole' I will all it) | these objetsto inlude not only elementary onstituents of visible matter suh as protons and neutrons, or, more funda-mentally, quarks, but also the unseen partiles of dark matter whose existene is at present only inferential.It then beomes a question of to what extent this hypothesis, oupled with the osmologial model desribedabove, �ts the urrent state of observational osmology.The signi�ant parameters of the model are k, A, B, H , Q, t0 (the present epoh), and Rmin (= R(0))and R(t0) (or perhaps only R(t0)=Rmin). Although the urrent suspiion that spae is perfetly at (k = 0)is perhaps not appliable in the ontext of this model, let us proeed for the moment on the presumptionthat it is. It then beomes straightforward to integrate Eqs. (11) and (12), the result beingR3(t) = R3min osh(p3A t); (15)



6 HOMER G. ELLISwhere Rmin = (B=A)1=6, from whih followH(t) = rA3 tanh(p3A t) = (sgn t) vuutA3  1� �RminR(t) �6! ; (16)Q(t) = 1 + 3sinh2(p3A t) = 1 + 3[R(t)=Rmin℄6 � 1 ; (17)and 2A = H2(t)[Q(t) + 2℄ = 3H2(t) �1 + 1[R(t)=Rmin℄6 � 1� : (18)Of the present values of these parameters the only one that is reasonably well determined by observationsis H(t0), whih urrently is estimated to be about 72 (km/se)/Mp. After H(t0) is input the others aredetermined by the ratio R(t0)=Rmin. Knowing neither the numerator, the denominator, nor the ratio itself,but suspeting that the ratio is quite large, the best one an do is make guesses and alulate the results.In this spirit let us go to extreme limits and take R(t0) m to be the Hubble radius =H(t0) (the `radius ofthe observable universe') and Rmin m to be the Plank length. Then R(t0)=Rmin = 1:28� 1028 m=1:62�10�33 m = 7:93� 1060, whih makes Q(t0) = 1 + 10�365, 2A = 1:63� 10�35=se2 = 1:62� 10�20=yr2, andt0 = 1:91� 1012 years. This value for t0 enompasses 140 of the 13:6� 109 years predited to have elapsedsine the `big bang' by the `standard' (or `onordane') model based on the Friedmann{Robertson{Walkerequations, an interval whih in the present instane would allow approximately only a doubling from Rminto R(t). Other guesses are left to the reader, but with the advie that so long as R(t0)=Rmin � 1 theparameters other than t0 will di�er little from those values alulated above.Consider now the problem of estimating the ratio ���=�. From A = � 4��2 (� + ��) follows ���=� =1 + 2A=4���. If we assume, for simpliity's sake, that the dark drainholes whose ative mass density is �all have at eah epoh the same mass and size parameters m and n, then ���=� = � �m=m = em�=a, so thatm=pn2 �m2 = m=a = ln(���=�)=� = ln(1 + 2A=4���)=�. This implies that�mn �2 = [ln(1 + 2A=4���)℄2�2 + [ln(1 + 2A=4���)℄2 : (19)Beause it is only the ombination � 4��2 (� + ��) (the `aelerant' A) that remains onstant, it is possi-ble for the density � to hange over time in some arbitrary fashion if �� hanges to ompensate. Indeed� (and ��) might not hange at all, whih would indiate a `steady-state' universe with ontinuous re-ation of dark drainholes sustaining the expansion. In that ase � would be at all epohs the densityat the present epoh, whih aording to urrent best estimates is the ritial density � of the FRWstandard model, namely, � = 3H2(t0)=8�� = 9:7 � 10�30 g/m3. From Eq. (18) one has 2A=4��� =3H2(t0) �1 + 1=([R(t0)=Rmin℄6 � 1)� =4��� = 2 �1 + 10�366� = 2:0. Equation (19) then yields m=n = 0:33 .If n is the Plank length, then m = 0:33 �1:6� 10�33� m;= 7:2 � 10�6 grams (= 0.33 Plank mass) in = � = 1 units. This makes the dark drainhole partiles gravitate (not `weigh') muh more than protonsand neutrons. To maintain the density � these partiles would have to be reated at a rate that would keepon average about one in every 109 ubi kilometers, whih would keep them on average about one thousand



EXPLAIN COSMIC ACCELERATION? FIRST, CORRECT EINSTEIN 7kilometers apart. To derease the mass m and thereby inrease the number density would require taking nsmaller than the Plank length.Now onsider the more orthodox supposition that the ative gravitational mass ontent of the uni-verse is unhanging, so that � dereases in inverse proportion to the ube of the sale fator R: thus� = �0 [Rmin=R(t)℄3 = �jt=t0 [R(t0)=R(t)℄3 = � [R(t0)=R(t)℄3, where �0 = � [R(t0)=Rmin℄3 = 4:9 �10153 g/m3, the density at the time of maximum ompression. Equation (19) now reads�mn �2 = �ln(1 + (2A=4���) [R(t)=R(t0)℄3)�2�2 + � ln(1 + (2A=4���) [R(t)=R(t0)℄3)�2 : (20)The ratio of m to n inreases monotonially as t goes from 0 to 1. When t = 0, m=n = 1:3� 10�183. Whent = t0, m=n = 0:33 as in the steady-state ase. As t ! 1, m=n ! 1 (the ow of the `gravitational ether'through the drainholes grows asymptotially to the maximum rate that the drainholes an aommodate).In ontrast to the steady-state version, whih drives the aelerating expansion by ontinually produingnew drainholes of �xed size and mass, this version drives it by ontinuously inreasing the masses of a �xedpopulation of equal-sized drainholes. The same e�et ould result from a mixture of the two. Also, in neitherase is it written in stone that the sizes must be uniform | only the ratio of m to n is determinate. Inpartiular, n for partile onstituents of atomi nulei should perhaps be of the order of 10�52 m to aountfor the impliation of newtonian gravitational theory that their ative masses must bear some approximatenumerial proportion to their inertial rest masses.
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lnRminFig. 2. Graphs of H(R) and lnR(t), showing early stage ination for k = �1.When k = 0 or 1 there is no early stage of extraordinary ination, only a steadily inreasing Hubbleparameter H(t). The situation is quite di�erent for k = �1 (stritly, k = �1=m2), as the graphs inFig. 2 demonstrate. By sending B toward 0 you an get as muh ination as you might want | and themore you get, the earlier you get it. One an show that Rmin � 4pB=(�3k) as B ! 0. If, to illustrate,A = 9:09 � 10�57=m2 and we take for Rmin m the Plank length 1:62 � 10�33 m, then B � 1:94 �10�131=m2, whih gives H(R) the peak value Hmax = qA=3 + 2 (�k)3=2=(3pB) = (5 � 1060)H(t0) =3:6 � 1062(km/se)/Mp = 1:17 � 1043=se, ourring at R = 4pB=(�k) = 2:10 � 10�33 � 1:32Rmin.



8 HOMER G. ELLISNumerial solution of Eq. (12) shows that at t = 6:74 � 10�14 seonds the sale fator has inated toR(t) = 2:02�10�3, for a ratio R(t)=Rmin = 1:25�1030, whih works out to 100 doublings. The aelerationQ(R) is in�nite at Rmin, is equal to 1 when H(R) = Hmax, bottoms out with the value Qmin = 9:28� 10�82at R = 4:52 � 10�13, when t = 1:51 � 10�23 seonds, then returns slowly to 1 as R ! 1 (not untilR = 1:80�1029 does Q(R) reah 0.99, at whih time t = 1:81�1018 seonds = 5:74�1010 years). Moving Bloser to 0 inreases Hmax and drives Rmin and Qmin toward 0, and the 100-doublings time toward 0 seonds.A �nal question: If dark matter, whih is understood to be distributed unevenly in the universe, onsistsof the gravitationally attrative front sides of dark drainholes, where do the repulsive bak sides reside?When some loal onentration of spatial urvature (a `quantum utuation', say) develops into suh atopologial hole, the entrane and the exit, if lose together in the ambient spae, will drift apart as the exitrepels the entrane more strongly that the entrane attrats the exit. Apply this to a multitude of partilesand you will likely see the front side entranes being brought together by both their mutual attrations andthe exess repulsion from the bak side exits. The exits, on the other hand, will tend to spread themselvesmore or less uniformly over regions from whih they have expelled the entranes. Herein lies a mehanismfor produing the voids, �laments, and walls of the osmos. What is more, the �laments and walls shouldbe more ompated than they would be if formed by gravitational attration alone, for the repulsive matterin the voids would inrease the ompation by pushing in on the lumps of attrative matter from manydiretions with a nonkineti, positive pressure produed by repulsive gravity, not to be onfused with thenegative pseudo-pressure onjetured in the on�nes of Einstein's assumption to be a soure of repulsivegravity.It is tempting to speulate that Einstein might have taken some of the steps desribed above had hereognized that his equating of ative gravitational mass with inertial mass was unjusti�ed. If there is amoral here, it would be this one, whih harks bak to the disovery of noneulidean geometry that madepossible the general theory of relativity: Examine assumptions diligently, and when you �nd one you an'tjustify, assume the opposite and see where it takes you.Referenes[1℄ A. Einstein, Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativit�atstheorie, Ann. der Physik 49, translated in The Priniple of Relativity(Dover, New York, 1952), pp. 109{164.[2℄ H. G. Ellis, Ether ow through a drainhole: a partile model in general relativity, J. Math. Phys. 14, 104{118 (1973);Errata: 15, 520 (1974).[3℄ G. Cl�ement, The Ellis Geometry (Letter to the editor), Am. J. Phys. 57, 967 (1989).[4℄ M. S. Morris and K. S. Thorne, Wormholes in spaetime and their use for interstellar travel: a tool for teahing generalrelativity, Am. J. Phys. 56, 395{412 (1988).


